BUILDING THE
SUSTAINABLE ECO-VILLAGE

A Special Reportfrom the U.N Habitat II Conference in Istanbul, Turkey, on Global Habitation

I

by Brent Cameron

just returned from Istanbul, (http://bc-education.botany.ubc.ca/
Turkey, one ofthe oldest cities on habitat/Index.html) andjoined with other I
he planet, the crossroads of East youth to publish three conference editions
and West and the birthplace of of a youth-perspective newspaper on
· •
the modern wor\d. lstanbu\ is Habitat ll. As participants in Virtual
:.---now a mcgac,ty of over twc\vc High, we lobbied the Child's Rights
million people. Modern Western life Caucus and presented our Declaration of
styles are awkwardly superimposed on its learner 's Rights and Responsibilities
crumbling and ancient beauty. The auto ( h t t p:// www. i n t o u c h . be.c a / p u b /
mobile has made breathing hazardous, wondertree) in an attempt to increase
and the speeding traffic mirrors the city's awareness of the
frantically changing values. Old women need to enfranchise
covered from head to toe in cloth with children.
As people, we
only their eyes showing stand next to
young women with almost everything enjoyed participating
showing, eyes covered with a blank stare. in community life in
Bleached blond teens strut through the Turkey and meeting
bustling old world street scene. Men sit others from around
chainsmoking beneath subtle twelve the world. We disstory Marlboro billboards. The fish and covered that we have
vegetable markets and ubiquitous side an emerging com
walk cafes with their roasting lamb bar mon problem, hence a universal opportu
becues now compete with McDonalds nity.
Habitat II (http://www.undp.org/un/
and Burger Kings. Each evening, the
megaphoned Muslim prayer blasts out habitat) looked at habitation within the
over the street, barely audible over growing trend of globalization. Govern
Loreena McKennit m· o re successfully ment organizations seemed to focus on
how best to cope with this trend and how
wooing passersby into the record store.
I went to Istanbul with three teenagers to manage the apparently inevitable phe
from Virtual High-Greg, Devon, and nomenon of urbanization. The NGO's
my daughter Ilana-to attend Habitat II, (Non-Governmental Organizations)
a UN conference on global living. We seemed to concentrate on how to curtail
wore many hats. Under the project name this trend and on supporting bio-regional
VillageQuest, we presented our ideas for strategies to strengthen cultural identity.
For many, "globalization" seems a
sustainable, bio-regional villages and ex
changed information and email addresses euphemism for industrialization, West
with a growing global network of groups ernization, urbanization, capitalization,
establishing eco-villages worldwide. resource profiteering and commercializa
(http://www.gaia.org). As international
press, we reported on daily events and
workshops using an Internet website

tion on a global scale. The people of the
world seem caught up in acquiring the
benefits of materialism and are apparently

willing (or persuaded) to trade the rugged seems well (cars and exhaust aside). But
simplicity of their rural lifestyles. the machine guns, armoured crowd-push
Although each culture has its hardships ing vehicles and bus loads of helmeted,
and urban materialism seems a simple club-carrying police strategically waiting
solution, often more seems to be lost than started us wondering. What, exactly, were
gained in the long run. Mass marketing they waiting for? - - . ,
through media controlled by multination
PROGRESS AND PROTEST
als is enticing people of every country· The night before we left for Istanbul, we
into consumerism. National governments were informed by Amnesty International
are collecting their royalties (interesting that Turkey has the worst reputation in the
term) for restructur- world for treatment of journalists in terms
ing both economies of number killed. We were warned to be
and resource man- careful. Two days later, the three youth
agement strategies, and I were wearing international press
from local control to badges (gulp), and were being scanned
international devel- and searched amidst an army of police
opment. There is a guards. Everyone was searched hundreds
global mass migra- of times as they went from meeting to
tion from the vii- meeting, and it became routine to assume
!ages,
where
a that in each meeting, listening to most
previously sustain conversations, were the "almost" secret
able and indigenous infrastructure fades police-secret enough to intimidate, but
in importance to the hype and lure of jobs apparent enough to let you know they
and education that ultimately elude most were listening and watching.
people in the shantytown city suburbs.
We learned that one does not criticize
Turkey offered an interesting insight the military or the police in Turkey, and
into the political struggles that emerge that there is a civil war in the country,
from change and the power struggle as which is also on the list of items not to
sociated with opportunity. The global mention. The Kurdish people in Eastern
struggle among international influences, Turkey and the labor unions are question
national governments, local communities ing and resisting government action;
and the exchange of goods and resources
that sustain everyone was dramatically
Photos
present in Istanbul.
Istanbul old and new: The timeless
In most instances, we found the Turk serentity of the Blue Mosque (top left)
ish people delightful: they are friendly and "globalization" (top right). Photos
and engaging, community is in the streets,
and even the alleycats are friendly to any
passerby. The ever-present police walk
holding hands, and sit talking with an arm

over a shoulder or a hand on a knee. All

by David Allan Weir.
Centre: Virtual High student Devonfiles
stories from his bathroom office in his
500 year old dorm in downtown Istanbul.
Photo by Brent Cameron.
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SELF DEVELOPMENT

using Systemic NLP
We are dedicated to providing
leading edge education
Entry Level

courses beginning
_each month
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Introductory Workshops:
August 12� 2 I & 30
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.Solution 1ocuseiJ Counselling

Accelerated Counsellor Training Program
Learn to
work with...

.•Co-Dependency and Recovery
•Timeline and Emotional Healing
•Relationship Counselling
• Solution-Focused Addictions
Therapy
• Family Therapy
• Lifestyles, Fitness and Health
• Healing for Traumas and Phobias

'1�!7' Certi/icution

Self Mastery Program
commences August 30

Wo,/tsl,ops

Introduction to NLP
August 12
An overview of what NL.P is and what these tools
can do for you in your personal and business life.
Visionary Business
August 16 - 18

How to tum your vision into an effective successful business.
lndudes business planning and time management.

The Creativity Course
August 19
Exanine the suua11e md pmciples ofcreativity md learn the specific tools to
emaia aeatMty md prodJaMty in �penonal life as well as rhe worlcp/ace.
Dynamics of Choice
August 21 - 22
Take an 8-hour exa,rsion into the world of NLP. Experience how NLP can
enhaice flexibility. increase rapport and improve communications skills.

I.earn how NL.P can empower you.

TimeUne to Empowerment
September 20 - 22(Nanaimo) October 4 - 6(Kamloops)
I.earn how ta create a positive future for you�/(

Inquire about degree programs & loans

•

Erickson College
2021 Columbia Street, Vancouver
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often they go to jail, and
sometimes they disap
pear. We were given
glossy brochures and
shown a tourist's good
time by the Turkish gov
ernment, as long as we
were looking at what
they wanted us to see.
Maya, one of our
more astute youth jour
nalist colleagues from
The daily "circle dance" performed by Turkish urban
Switzerland, found the
villagers on a pedestrian street, the site ofbloody
place where the police
clashes between Turkish protesters and police during
had hidden the dozens
Habitat II. Photo by Greg Dean.
of street children so that
they would not be seen
by the visitors to Habitat II. While wan story of the arrests.
After spending that weekend in jail,
dering the burned out shantytown suburbs
oflstanbul, she carefully documented the most of those arrested were released.
children with her camera Suddenly, sev Their stories sparked another meeting at
eral secret police came from nowhere, the NGO forum to protest police treat
grabbed her camera, destroyed her film ment and the violation of people's rights.
and told her to leave or.they would throw My daughter Ilana and I were there when
her in jail. I found out later that Turkis� a woman at the microphone asked for
urbanization had been fueled by the sys everyone to sit down in solidarity with
tematic military destruction of villages in those arrested. Over one hundred people
eastern Turkey. In a hurried news confer sat down. Ilana sat down at m y feet as I
ence by a group from Denmark champi captured the events on m y Quicktake
oning a banned book (available at website electronic camera.
My heart soared with pride as I looked
address) it was disclosed that 75% of
those living in the suburbs of lstanbul had down at my daughter expressing her com
fled there from rural villages when their mitment to peace and human rights, then
houses and possessions had been burned sank immediately as I looked up and saw
by the military. Over 50% of the children the police talking on their radios. There
were not in school and 50%of the fami was a second request for everyone but the · ...,.,.,
security police to sit down.\ was \eft
lies did not have enough to eat.
Several days later on a sunny Saturday standing in a circle of press and a circle
afternoon, three other youth reporters of secret police. I photographed the pofrom BC who had heard mention of a lice and they photographed me. For some
weekly protest went to investigate for reason this rally was not attacked, and the
· their newspaper. (Our group from Virtual meeting dispersed in confusion when the
High had decided to stay away and avoid secret police grabbed several people and
possible trouble; after all, we were there dragged them off.
Several days later at another sit-in, the
to network with others to promote cre
ative eco-solutions to urbanization.) In police beat and arrested another 1,200
the busy market street our colleagues people. After a T.urkish journalist work
came across about forty people staging a ing with us on the newspaper horrified
silent "sit-in" to bring attention to the fact Ilana and me with his account of six
that their friends and family had disap months of daily beatings and torture in
jail for attending a political rally, we were
peared at the hands of Turkish police.
Hundreds of Habitat press and specta afraid to pub! ish either our pictures or our
tors were there when an army of police account of witnessed events until we left
closed in from every angle. Our friends the country. This article marks the first
just managed to squeeze through the door time we have gone public with our story.
It was disconcerting to observe the
of a Burger King before it was locked.
They raced to the second floor where degree of self-interest, apathy, or just
from the window they photographed the plain confusion that surfaced at Habitat
police with helmets, shields and clubs, at II. Habitat I, held in Vancouver in 1976,
least four police to a person, systemati was earmarked with enthusiasm and posi
cally beating victims to .the ground. (By tive intentions as global problems were
the end of the day, according to official
Turkish police reports, over l,500 people
in various protests all over the city had
been subdued and arrested.) In minutes,
police, protesters and spectators were
gone, and shopkeepers went about clean
ing the patches of blood off the street.
Three days later, one of our Vancouver
youth associates was interviewed over the
telephone by Vancouver's CKNW, his
voice still shaking as he recounted the

addressed. However when the Turkish
people presented their problems to a
hopefully sympathetic ear, they found that
most others had come to find sympathy
and help for their own problems. For
example, a group from Kobe, Japan came
with the banner"Earthquake bad, govern
ment worse," and found it hard to listen
to anyone else's problems when they
themselves had come for support for their

Eco-village: See page 8

"Habizart Burads! Kay /plar Nerede?"
''Habifart is here!

Where is the missing?"

Dav�d Allan Weir, an accredited deleg
ate to
Habitat II sent to Istanbul to represent
West
Coast Youth, a Vancouver-based youth NGO
which looks at hum an settlement issues
in the
Low er Mainland, witnessed striking evid
ence
ofthe tension between protesters and
po /"ice.
Here IS
. h"IS report, as told to Galen Bran
dt
Wootten.

-

WHERE IS THE MISSING? HABIZART
BURADA! KAY IPLAR NEREDE?"
They stared across the street at three �rmoured
personnel carriers and severai ambulances.
Further down the street were numerous police
buses, each of which can hold approximately
_
sixty officers - enough police to outnumber the
protesters at least four to one. As we stood
watching and taking pictures of the protesters
peacefully sitting there, a plainclothes police
officer walked up behind us and shouted
something in Turkish. A 15-year-old Turkish

"Visitors" cameras clearly shooting the scene in
full sight of police, often standing beside the
police and even between police and protesters.
As far as we could tell, none of these journalists
was arrested, and their footage made CNN
International News and the Turkish news later
that aftemoon; we ourselves saw footage of the
following Saturday's protest on Turkish TV.
Police were everywhere throughout
the
Suddenly we noticed police looking up�t us
conference, but on Saturday, June 8, I notic
ed
and our cameras. We fled Burger King and
th�t pol!ce pre ence had increased dramatical
�
ly.
.
launched ourselves back into the square, to what
R1dmg m a taxi up to Taxsim Square, the main
we hoped was the relative safety of our fellow
traffic square in Istanbul, r spotted
journalists and welcoming escape
over thirty military troop transports
alleys - and into the heart of the police
packed with police stationed in the
flanks. One of our party shot photos
nearby football stadium parking lot.
of people being-arrested and police
When I got to the square, I saw
· officers dragging them away;
almost a hundred motorcycles parked
immediately thereafter, these
at the top of the steps above the
protesters were released.
square. Since each bike typically
After a few minutes, the police and
bears two uniformed officers, at least
remaining initial protesters massed to
one carrying a machine gun, it was
our right., and a new group of
clear that approximately two hundred
protesters, some of whom had pulled
officers had already been dispatched
free ofpoJice custody, fonned a new
circle twenty feet to our left. Perhaps
to the scene. On the other side of the
fueled by the international media
square, \ saw addit,ona\ armoured
personnel carriers that I had not
attention, they began shouting in
previously seen in this area. Walking
English: "If you are silent, you will be
one of the missing." Police attention
down the pedestrian mall toward our
turned their way, and with riot shields
newspaper office, I saw streets lined
Police "subdue" a protester at a "Saturday mothers ofthe missing"
up and batons swinging, the police
with police in riot gear. My initial
sit-in, a silent, peaceful sit-down protest staged we�kly by mothers and
descended on this new group, beating
reaction was that they had been
other family members of people arrested and "disappeared" by tlie
many, arresting them all, and dragging
deployed as a show of force in an
Turkish government. Photo by David Allan Weir.
them off into vans in the space of five
effort to prevent something from
minutes. Flashing the peace sign with
happening - more as an exercise than
member of our staff translated: "If you are a
fingers extended out the windows of the vans, the
a serious threat.
passerby, this is none of your business. Leave
protesters were whisked out of sight.
When I got to the office, however, I was told
now, or you will be beaten."
By this time, most of the protesters on the site,
about the weekly silent protests staged every
At that, we turned on our heels and headed for about one hundred fifty total, had been arrested,
Saturday morning in a different public location in
the nearest alley, where we watched as the police all within under thirty minutes. The police then
Istanbul by the "Saturday mothers of the
moved in past us with their riot shields up, visors barricaded the alleys, funneled all traffic through
missing". These are mothers and other family
down and clubs out. They surrounded the
the pedestrian mall, and formed a police
members of people arrested and "disappeared"
protesters from all sides, with us following close
barricade several officers deep at the eastern end
within the Turkish penal system, many presumed
behind. When we reached the Burger King
of the protest area. On the other side of that line
dead, but none whom the Turkish authorities will
storefront next to the Post Office, we dashed
were more protesters who began shouting. Police
acknowledge having arrested. The protest is
upstairs to its second floor, opened the window,
further down the street arrested them and, beyond
always silent; twenty to forty people simply
pulled
out our cameras, and began shooting the
range of our cameras, dragged them away. (By
sitting down holding one or two signs.
. the end of the day, according to official Turkish
On this Saturday, the site was four blocks from scene below us.
We shot for ten minutes as policemen moved
police reports, fully 1,500 people in different
our office, in front of the Post Office. We were
in and beat up, arrested, dragged away and threw · parts of the city had been arrested.)
aware that the International Facilitating Group
into buses not only all the protesters, but also
At that point, one of our party decided to
(IFG) had warned NGO participants to stay away
many
bystanders,
including
several
Turkish
interview
one of the police officers about his
from protest areas since "UN policy is not to
journalists and at least one foreign journalist
personal life. Do you have children? he asked.
interfere in domestic matters." Four of us left the
(who we heard was released a few hours later).
Yes, replied the officer, one son. Why did you
office with the initial intent of simply observin&
All this took place under a huge banner stretched join the police? Because I love my country and I
the protest without getting involved. We ":ere
love adventure.
over the square and bearing the words:
carrying cameras hidden from the police.
The officer had answered perhaps a half dozen
"ISTANBUL
WELCOMES
YOU
ALL
FOR
As we reached the Post Office, we saw about
questions before his superior appeared and
THE HABITAT II CONFERENCE."
forty protesters sitting silently on the sidewalk
ordered him, too, to be silent.
We could see foreign media crews with their
holding a sign that read "HABIFART IS HERE!
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shop in Istanbul, he advised people to
start thinking of our cities metabolically,
,
ways
some
In
tion.
situa
rate
own despe
to analyze urban systems as living bio
because we had come with a message of
processes. He suggested that
logical
our
,
action
hope and a plan for positive
in circular terms rather than
think
people
of
t
phg
the
from
us
�
optimism insulated
linear ones to understand biological sys
ation.
popul
s
earth'
the
of
ity
the major
tems. For example, to use a biological
However, it was blatantly apparent to us
to describe Vancouver, we
metaphor
that we are all in this together.
The United Nations made no official achieve a whole new understanding of the
comments about these events and only sewage system if we think of the city as a
one radical Turkish newspaper covered giant person. Each day the city's bowel
would
movement
the story. The story did
emerge as a giant turd
the
not
reach
floating out into the
international press
Georgia Straight-a
either, except for a few
turd three times the size
lines and pictures on
of the largest BC ferry.
back pages. Mean
Dr. Pauli also men
while the Turkish
UBC's William
tioned
government goes on
Rees and his "ecologi
destroying the habitat
cal footprint" model to
of millions of people,
further arresting and Virtual High students Greg and describe the resource
base needed to supply
sometimes disappear- Devon question Ishmael, Vice
ing anyone who pro- President of the World Bank, in the life-support system
of a city or town. To
tests.
a private interview. Check the
consume is to tap the
While all this was Virtual High website (see
going on, a meeting of article) for his replies. Photo by resources of the sur
rounding ecosystem: in
international leaders Brent Cameron
was held in an internathe case of a box ofcetional hotel that was
real, a wheat field; a
once a sultan's palace. As elite, they light switch, a reservoir and a river val
found consensus, and spoke in general ley; a chair, a forest; and a wool carpet, a
terms of the need for equality in the field ofsheep. London, for example, has
world. After the conference, Greg and a footprint 125 times larger than its actual
Devon managed to get a meeting and es /and base; it needs a resource equivalent
tablish a first-name relationship with to the entire land mass of the British (sfes. -
Ishmael, the Vice President of the World Vancouver has an eco\ogi.ca\ footpri.nt
. Bank. He granted them an interview, but twenty times larger than the actual area of
the questions they asked (check our the city.
The average, per�person, Canadian
website) overwhelmed him. He promised
to research the questions and send us his ecological footprint is 4.8 hectares
answers. We, like the police, are still (equivalent to three city blocks). For a.
sustainable world, the average must
waiting.
shrink to I. 7 hectares, given the current
HOW BIG IS OUR FOOTPRINT?
Perhaps we can put these current events population of approximately five billion
into perspective with a quick history of people. It seems apparent that we Cana
cities. Until 1800 there was never a city dians use almost three times more than
in the world larger than 1,000 ,000 people. our share of the earth's resources. Doing
What many people live in now are really more with less is one way to achieve re
megacities.
duction. Another is to work with new
London became the first megacity, paradigms: new models that facilitate
made possible by industrialization and new ways ofthinking about the situation
the shift from renewable fuels to nonre that we are in. To reduce consumption,
newable fossil fuels. In 140 years, the city yet maintain our quality oflife, we must
grew to 8,000 ,000 and set a precedent for devise new ways of thinking about living
importing resources from outside the city on earth, including incorporating new
(worldwide) and in tum, exporting its ex technologies in the service of efficiency
haust outside city limits. The Thames and balance.
flowing through the city became a conve
Increased understan ding parallels
nient outflow, polluting the river to the natural evolution as we evolve more ef
extent that swimming in it was often fa� ficient ways of doing things. Old systems
tal.
naturall y become obsolete . Kerosene
Our megacities still persist in resort lamps are replaced by electric lighting,
ing to the obsolete strategies of the indus telegraph by radio, schools by intrinsic
trial city of over a hundred years ago. We learning communities, the horse by the
need new ways to think about the city in automobile and so on. Some people cling
a global ecological context.
to old ways of doing things and others
Gunter Pauli of the United Nations participate in pioneering new methods.
University in Japan is coordinating over
The Wondertree Foundation for Natu
4,000 researchers on the Internet (http:// ral Leaming has been experimenting with
www.unu.edu) focusing on sustainability a new model for learning in the Informa
projects around the world. In his work- tion Age for the past thirteen years. We
Eco-village: Frompage 6

HEALERS AT WORK
BY PETER DOWNIE
Steve Ariss / Suzanne Ryder
Janice Golub / Elaine Friesen
Colleen Watson-Holmes

Certified Instructors/ Licensed Consultants
offering Private Sessions and Courses
leading to Professional Certification

Do healers
really heal?
Long-time CBC journalist and
host Peter Downie asks eleven
successful healers to recount true
stories of how and why they heal.
Explore how heart, soul, mind,
and body come together in true.
healing.
.
Hardcover 224 pages 6 X 9'

$29.95 ISBN 1-55145-080-1
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Available at your local bookstore
Or call 1-800-299-2926

Northstone
I

Common Ground

New Method Kinesiologists use
muscle-testing to:
• Test and balance all acupuncture
meridians without needles. • Test and
correct left/ right brain integration
(hemispheric co-ordination) • Test for
and set up Nutritional Cleansing
Programs • Test and correct negative
emotional blocks, limiting belief systems
and unhealthy habitual patterns.
These techniques are an excellent way
to reduce and cope with modern day
stress (industrial stress) chronic fatigue,
muscular and structural problems as·
well as most ailments.
We are certified to teach a full range of
kinesiologies induding: Touch for Health,
Bio-kinesiology, Educational Kinesiology etc.
NEXT FREE INTRODUCTORY EVENING:

Sunda Se tember 22, 1996 Please RSVP

873-2848

Advisors to the Chief Ci License Ins ector
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have not attempted to retrofit technology
into the schooling metaphor; rather, we
have left factory schooling to the Indus
trial Age. Wondertree is a learning
community working with children as
naturally growing and developing organ
isms. Our consensus community learning
model has enfranchised the group ofteen
ager s in Virtual High (http://bc
e ducation.botany.ubc.ca/VH/lndex.html)
with the responsibility of living accord
ing to_ their hearts - Jiving to "realize their
ideals" in the world.
The world is information, and as this
trip to Istanbul attests, our youth are
learning in a global ecology. Charged
with the responsibility of living life to
the fullest, they are enthusiastically trav
eling the world, researching sustainable
living. David Muncaster (see Common
Ground July 1996) is now doing village
research in Nepal; a group recently trav
eled to Findhorn to participate in an
international eco-village conference; and
our trip to Istanbul made connections in
Africa, Papau New Guinea, Australia,
Denmark ......
FALSE CREEK
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY
All these ideas were brought back to
Vancouver to seed an incredible oppor
tunity for this city to establish itself as a
wo rld leader in ecological living. The
City of Vancouver is planning to develop
forty-seven acres of city-owned land
along the southeast edge of False Creek
-· • a susu..,nab\e community deve\opment.
It could become a world class demonstra
tion project that would match Granville
Island as a tourist resource.
Imagine a sustainable community that
can grow a significant portion of its own
food, integrating rural agriculture and
permaculture into the urban environment.
Envision a community that collects its
own water from rooftop rainwater and
that can biologically transform its own
sewage into drinking water in four days.

Visualize an urban village that can gen
erate a significant portion of its own
energy and draws on new technologies to
heat the community using one-sixth the

amount of energy used in conventional
developments at one-sixth the cost.
Imagi ne what would happe n if
neighbours knew each other and worked
together for both economic and for social
gains. Appreciating that both the school
and the old age home are obsolete and are
insults to the sensib ilities of both
marginalized groups, imagine designing
a sustainable village where everyone be
comes a mentor and a caregiver who
shares both the responsibi Iities and the
joys ofliving together.
Consider what people could do with
the many hours each day that could be
devoted to individual fulfillment, family
enjoyment and community development
ifmost people didn't have to commute to
work or to school. What could happen if
people lived, worked, learned and played
in a sustainable urban village? What
would happen across the country if our
city invested in one example of what is
possible as a benchmark for sustainable
development and ecological living?
In preliminary research it has been cal
culated from Statistics Canada data that the
average Canadian family of four needs to
earn $65,000 per year to keep ahead ofthe
$64,000 it costs to live annually. This same
family could live in a sustainable commu
nity on about $40,000 annually. The
money saved could be invested, or fuml-·
lies could introduce job sharing and in
crease family time. A sustainable
community is one way to step offthe ttead
mill or assembly line into a simpler, more
relaxing and fulfilling way ofliving.
To further our research into sustain
able living and to make a difference in
society through energy-efficient strate
gies, Wondertree has initiated a youth
employment project to reduce the eco
logical footprint of existing and planned

housing in the Lower Mainland. Twenty government is investing billions of dol
youth (ages 18-24) will be employed next lars to destroy the 3,000 indigenous
year (October 1996 to March 1997) to Kurdish villages in eastern Turkey and
incorporate innovative technologies for displace 3,000,000 people from their
sustainable living into a lifesize interac homes.
tive public display at Science World.
Is this an effort to bring focus to the
Families can contact our resource team key problems of the world? Or is it in
who will make a home visit to evaluate tended to make a mockery of interna
energy-saving technologies that can help tional and United Nations attempts to
them live more efficiently by saving re influence governments and multinational
sources and money. Many systems that corporations?
Since rhetoric was the order ofthe day
promote local efficiencies have been
developed and are in use around the at the government level, the role of sav
world; they just need to be implemented ing the earth seems to be up to you and
me, and more importantly, up to us. In
here at home.
dividually, we cannot save the earth. Yet
CHANGE IS UP TO US
Our trip to the UN conference made the collective efforts ofindividuals work
one thing very clear: no one is in charge. ing together in bio-regional communities
No one is managing or can even begin to can and will have positive global effect.
Let us work together to help make sure
understand the affairs ofthe planet. Each
organization is the
puppet of the forces
of a collection of
other organizations,
each out of control
in this way. We have
come home con
vinced that it is up to
each individual to
take responsibility
for effecting positive
change, to work with
�ther local groups, Our hope for the future. Children in a Turkish village.
and to trust that th is Photo by David Allan Weir.
is happening world
that the False Creek sustainable commu
wide.
With this thought in mind, I will con nity initiative becomes a benchmark for
clude with this reflection on Habitat II. I new ideas - a community which by ex-.
am not sure what to make of the follow emplifying these ideas, inspires others to
ing series ofcoincidences. Rio held a UN create new ways we can all live more gen
environmental conference, while Brazil tly on this earth.
Brent Cameron, M.A., is the co
holds one ofthe world's worst records for
the destruction ofa biodiverse rainforest founder and co-creator of the
Wondertree Foundati on for Natural
ecosystem. Beijing held a women's con
ference, when China holds one of the learning. He is a learning consultant
most significant records for human rights working with models of lifelong learning
violations. Then Istanbul holds a UN con in self-design, cons ensus community,
ference on ltabitation, when the Turkish ethical enterprise and global ecology.
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Bernard Willemsen,
parapsychologist, explores the
powerful role of the psyche in
health, healing and spirituality
in his thought-provoking and
inspiring new book.

"I can �commend it to anyone who
is struggling to sort out the physical,
emotional and spiritual issues oflife."

The Aquarian, May 1996

From your favourite bookstore
or Qi.war Books, J-888-299-2665
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